Fast Meals Made Fashionable
(NAPSA)—In Italy, mealtime is
a chance to relax and unwind with
casual elegance. But here at
home, the growing popularity of
convenience food and take-out
options have made the experience
of unrushed, stylish dining a rarity. After all, how chic is it to eat
out of take-out containers with
plastic utensils?
Take a hint from the Italians
and emphasize style in your dining with a few simple tips from
Italian wine Ecco Domani®:
Mood for Your Food
Take a few moments to set the
mood for the food you’ll be enjoying this evening. Put an Italian
opera CD into the stereo. Break
out some ornate candleholders and
dim the lights. And don’t underestimate the power of fabulous flowers: A single calla lily in a sleek
vase makes a statement on any
dining table. Fashion your setting
just as you would an outfit and the
experience will go from “drab” to
“fab” in a matter of minutes.
Fashionable Feast
Like the transformative power
of the perfect handbag, you can
dress up any take-out dinner with
a stylish bottle of wine. Whip out
a bottle of authentic Italian wine
like Ecco Domani 2004 Pinot Grigio. It’s a superb wine to dress up
any pie from the local pizzeria and
pairs well with everything from
chicken to antipasti. At approximately $10 a bottle, it’s an excellent wine to have on hand for
everyday dining.
Add Pizzazz to Your Plate
Just because you’re enjoying
convenience food, you don’t have
to dine on disposable dishes. First,
add some elegance to your meal
by using your best china and
finest wineglasses—even if all

Today’s Software Helps
Preserve Family History
(NAPSA)—While insurance can
help rebuild homes, the loss of
important family records, financial documents and generations of
treasured photos and home
movies is irreversible. Preventing
a disaster from becoming a
greater personal tragedy is possible with today’s technology.

The right wine can help add
sophistication to even the most
everyday meals.
you’re eating is fried rice. Use
fashionable, crisp white linen
tablecloths, just as you would
have if you were out at a restaurant. You can also dress up your
meal with accents like fresh basil
and oregano or shaved cheese.
And don’t settle for a fistful of
chocolate chip cookies for dessert;
jazz up your dessert with a few
crunchy pieces of Italian biscotti,
and add some fresh berries to give
a dish of ice cream a makeover.
Off the Clock
Fast food doesn’t have to be
eaten quickly. It is considered in
poor taste to eat too fast, so slow
down and enjoy your meal. Savor
each sip of wine; pause, and put
down your fork between bites.
You’ll be amazed at how much
more relaxed you’ll feel. Time is a
luxury, after all, and at the end of
the day, don’t you deserve some
pampering?
With these simple tips and
tricks from Ecco Domani, you can
instantly transform the most
mundane take-out meal into a
glamorous occasion every day.

Securing keepsakes and memories is now a lot easier.
A popular software suite called
Roxio’s Easy Media Creator 7.5
includes photo, video and music
editing and creativity applications
as well as robust CD & DVD burning features. Among its many
capabilities, the software enables
families to create digital backups
of their digital and hard-copy documents such as photos, personal
videos and financial papers in a
quality identical to the original.
“Burning software today is
affordable, easy to master and,
most importantly, provides consumers with peace of mind,” said
Vito Salvaggio, Roxio Vice President of Product Management.
“Some of the more robust applications not only enable users to back
up important data but even
include tools to help them recover
from a computer system failure.”
Just like survival kits and
emergency plans, preserving personal photos, videos and important documents digitally will
ensure that your treasured memories will be around for generations
to come. To learn more, visit
www.roxio.com.

Swimsuits That Fit Your Style, Budget And Body
(NAPSA)—Slipping on a bikini
and finding coordinating accessories may be a little less intimidating this season; there are
many great options to help you
look your best.
Trendsetting Swimwear: If
you love to stay on top of the latest
trends, refresh your closet with
this season’s hottest looks, inspired
by natural elements, global glamour and exotic accents. Select an
embellished string bikini or a gorgeous bandini skirt to add glam to
beach wear. For added coverage,
georgette tunics and light cotton
embroidery cover-ups are a way to
still look hot in the sun.
Put Your Best Body Forward: Whether you want a
tighter tummy, larger bust or
smaller bottom, there’s swimwear
designed especially for your needs.
Look for a suit with a high Lycra
content such as Newport News’
Shape FX featuring power-mesh
lining to minimize trouble spots.
The catalog’s B.Y.O.B. (Build Your
Own Bikini) system is another
great solution, letting you mix and
match separates to find the most
flattering—and fashionable—fit.
B.Y.O.B. pieces come in an array
of colors and styles.
Jet Set in Style: Planning a
trip? Pack light with minimal
items that have maximum versatility. Spiegel Catalog can be a
great resource for travel essentials that can take you from the
beach to beyond. Go from day to
dusk by pairing swimsuits with
coordinating casual wear and
accessories that you can mix-andmatch for several looks. For example, linen cargo pants you can slip
over your swim bottoms or a canvas tote that doubles as your

You can mix and match swimwear
separates...

...for the look that’s right for you.
travel tote and beach bag. For
post-pool party cover-up, throw on
a packable palazzo shirtdress.
For catalog information visit
Newport-news.com or Spiegel.com
Web sites or call Newport News at
1-800-688-2830 and Spiegel at 1800-345-4500.

Shaping Up Your Look Starts By Knowing Your Shape
An anachronism, an event placed at the wrong date, is so called
from the Greek words ana chronos meaning “out of time.”
***
If you can attain repose and
calm, believe that you have
seized happiness.
—Julie-Jeanne-Eleonore de
Lespinasse
***

The spotted newt is the official amphibian of the state of New
Hampshire.
***
Nothing can bring you peace
but yourself.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
***

Most people sleep best in a room in which the temperature is 60 to
65 degrees.

The lightning rod was invented by Benjamin Franklin at his residence in Philadelphia in 1749. He later gave the first demonstration of
the relationship between lightning and electricity in 1752.

***
No matter how dull, or how
mean, or how wise a man is, he
feels that happiness is his indisputable right.
—Helen Keller
***
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(NAPSA)—Most women know
their bodies but do not know their
specific body shapes.
The secret to great-fitting, stylish clothes for plus-size women is
to know your shape, find your fit
and create your style.
Plus-size women are usually
one of four basic shapes:
• Hourglass shape: An hourglass woman is curvy with a
defined waist.
• Triangle shape: A woman
who fits into this category has
more prominent hips, thighs and
rear and less prominent shoulders
and bust.
• Oval shape: An oval-shaped
woman is recognized by having a
similarly sized bust, waist and
hips. Her waist is undefined and
she has square hips.
• Inverted Triangle shape: A
woman with this body style has a
full bust and waist as well as slim
arms and legs.
Companies such as Just My
Size (JMS) have created fit systems to help women choose
clothes that best fit their body
shapes.
For example, a curve-enhancer
style is best suited for hourglass
or triangle shapes. These styles
complement curves by enhancing
a shapely waistline.
On the other hand, shape
definers are best for oval or
inverted triangle shapes because
they help define a woman’s shape
with elongating vertical lines.
JMS also makes fitted T-shirts
for different body types.

It’s easier than ever for women to
find clothing that best suits their
body types.
For example, the contour Tshirt, sold at Wal*Mart stores, is
best suited for curvy body types.
The 100 percent cotton shirt has a
flattering V-neck line, tagless
labels to ensure comfort and slight
contouring at the waist to enhance
curves. This style is available in
bright summer colors as well as
classic black, white and heather
grey.
The relaxed T-shirt is best
suited for oval body types. It features tagless labels, a rounded
crew neckline shape and a relaxed
body shape. This style comes in a
range of bright summer colors, as
well as classic white and navy.
With clothes that fit and flatter
the best things about your figure,
it’s easier than ever to feel comfortable and stylish, no matter
your body shape.

